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Details of production

Vieilles Vignes Françaises is a taste of Champagne in bygone days: a very small 
production from miraculously preserved and un-grafted vines, grown the 
traditional way. In the early 20th century, the vines of Champagne were destroyed 
by phylloxera. Everything had to be replanted using American rootstock, to fight 
the pest. Two walled Bollinger plots classified as Grands Crus: Chaudes Terres, 
and Clos St Jacques, in Aÿ remain ungrafted. These three plots were grown the 
traditional way, following the propagation method - provignage. This method allows 
a small proportion of an aerial stem to be trained under the soil where new roots 
can grow, creating an independent plant in its own right. Worked by hand and even 
sometimes with the help of a cart-horse. Bollinger Vieilles Vignes Françaises is a 
symbol of a bygone era: a reminiscent, extraordinary legacy. Maturation duration 
is more than twice the required time set forth by the appellation.

Tasting notes

Deep gold in colour.  On the nose, the wine opens with roasted aromas (nutty and 
toasty), later accompanied by subtle mirabelle and red plum notes. The flavours 
are pronounced and have characteristic smoothness and depth. Flavours linger 
impressively in the mouth, producing wonderful notes of nuts, spices (vanilla, 
cardamom) and verbena. The wine has a remarkable length, marked by a lemony, 
chalky finish.

How to serve

Best served between 10 and 12°C. Pairs with many fine dishes and stands up well 
against richer, fuller flavoured foods such as white caviar and truffle.

Vintage  
2013

Style 
Champagne

Blend of grapes
100% Pinot Noir

100% Grands Crus

Alcohol
12%

Dosage
Low, 6g/l

Bollinger Vieilles Vignes 
Françaises

“The mosT subTle hinT of raw, buTTery shorTcrusT pasTry is followed 
by a Touch of pure, ripe, sweeT apple flesh and a promise of mellow 
creaminess. overTones of caramel and a pure ciTric noTe appear wiTh 
more air. all is nuanced, all is subTle, all is creamy. The palaTe sTrikes 
wiTh finesT foam and a disTincT salTiness and real concenTraTion. 
There is densiTy and depTh and ripe apple richness. This is counTered by 
finesT, mouTh-waTering acidiTy ThaT reveals visceral sTreaks of umami, 
shimmering like fresh shiiTake and chalky depTh. greaT elegance, 
greaT nuance, endless lengTh, a monumenT. This is only jusT hiTTing iTs 
sTride.” 99 poinTs

Anne Frebiehl MW, falstaff.com
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